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Two new dance works that showcase both artistic vision and immense physical skill from Frontier Danceland

Frontier Danceland never lets up in their ability to push their dancers to new limits – in their annual
year end showcase Milieu, the contemporary dance company presents two all new choreographies
that are challenging both physically and artistically, showing that contemporary dance remains one of
the most exciting, powerful mediums today.

Milieu 2018 opens with guest choreographer Deborah Nightingale’s The Whole She-bang. Created in
response to the female revolution, as girl power explodes all over the world, the work itself traces the
life of a single woman (Sammantha Yue) as she grows up and attempts to find her place in the world.
This is shown through a series of movements in which the woman attempts to blend into the crowd,
with the remainder of the ensemble (Adele Goh, Adelene Stanley, Faye Tan, Keigo Nozaki, Mark
Robles and Chew Shawn En) performing group movements, from human chains to a phalanx of
bodies forming a singular being.

In its non-linear narrative, the woman mimics these actions, often finding herself fleetingly joining in
as an acceptable member of the group before she is cast out once again with a ‘scene change’. One
thinks of this as a representation of women across the ages and the shifting perception of how women
should behave or adjust themselves to suit society’s needs as time goes by, the act of femininity and
womanhood itself a constant change. At times, the woman sees dancers such as Adele Goh and Faye
Tan break from the mould, defiantly expressing their individuality in solo numbers that she does not
join in, perhaps symbolic of how women are taught to fear power and their own individuality. While
the woman finds it difficult to adapt at first, she becomes increasingly better at mimicry as the
performance goes on, observing from afar before acting, stronger than ever before by the close, and
marks a new hope that things do get better, as she finally comes into her own.




